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crisis, 232–233
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government controls, 236
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contrasting ways, 35–36
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236

grain, 214
high cost of living, 29–30, 60–61
hoarding, see below shortages and hoarding crisis
increasing costs, 50–51, 57, 66, 67, 213
inûation’s effect on government programs to

lower prices, 228, 230
key aspect of social and cultural life, 49
manipulation of food prices, 29–30
marketplace riots, see below riots in the

marketplace
meat shortages, 49, 50
men’s role, 50
morale of Parisians, police keeping reports on,

67

national commodities, creation of “national
loaf,” 72, 74

normal price commissions, 232, 233–235
overview of consumer movement and

government controls, 236
policy of laissez-faire, 71
politics of food in wartime Paris, 48
postwar marketplace riots, see below riots in the

marketplace
price ceilings, 213–214
price controls, rise of, 36, 49, 67, 72, 213
rationing, 67, 68, 71
revolutionary sentiments, 48, 212, 231
riots in the marketplace

generally, 212–220
between consumers and merchants, 215–216
between consumers and shopkeepers, 217,

220

between shopkeepers and wholesale food
merchants, 217, 218

between small shopkeepers and others, 217
butter and egg sellers, 217
city of Paris’ response, 213
commencement of riots (the ûrst riots),

215–216

comparing 1911 and 1919 riots, 230–232
Confédération Générale du Travail, 230–232
free market, maintaining, 213–214, 233
fuel (coal) shortages riots, 219
gender of rioters, 216, 218
goals of public authorities for controlling

riots, 213
moral economy, 219
national government’s response, 213
reveal beliefs of workers at end of war, 218,

219, 220
similarities between eighteenth- and

twentieth-centuries’ food riots, 218, 219
small shopkeepers, 217
taxation populaire practice, 219, 220, 224, 226
vigilance committees, rise of, 220–235
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women’s role, 229
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women’s role
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rioters, 216, 218
vigilance committees, 229
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gender, role of

metalworkers’ strike of 1919, 242, 248–249, 275
riots in the marketplace, 216, 218
shaped views of food and clothing in

contrasting ways, 35–36
tenants’ organizations and unions, 207–209
urban public space and class identity, 157
see also women, working-class identity

global role of Paris in peace negotiations, 144,
285, 295

globalization of working-class experience, 18

high cost of living
causes
foreigners, blaming, 70
government’s report, 69–70
neighbors, blaming, 69

cost of living allowance, 61, 65, 243
food prices, 29–30, 60–61, 230
indemnité de vie chère, 61
la vie chère, 60, 77
organizing around issue, 26, 60–61, 230
price inûation, 60, 61, 230

housing
affordable housing
demand of FLS postwar, 203
shortage postwar, 193–196

arbitration commissions (rent issues), 39, 48,
198–199, 204–205

cartoons depicting landlord/tenant struggle as a
war, 39–40

concierges’ services, 196, 203
construction issues, 194–195
costs, 195
crisis perceived as nation on verge of

revolution, 48
crisis when war started, 37
cross-class alliances over high cost, 27
demobilized soldiers housing problem, 195
evictions
generally, 193, 198–199
base of upsurge in tenant activism, 199
tenants’ union response, 200, 204, 205, 206,

207, 211
ûnding housing postwar, 196, 203
furnished room (“garni”), use of, 44–45, 46
gender issues, 207–209
historical perspective of housing crisis in Paris,

44–45

immediate and continuing source of public
concern, 36

landlords’ arrogance postwar, 195, 197
landlords’ strike, 195
Manichean views of crisis, 45
moratorium on rents, 36
arbitration commissions, 39, 48, 198–199,

204–205

construction of housing, effect on, 195
costs/rents vs. housing supply as focus,

45, 46
enactment of 1918 housing law, 38
experienced by tenants in different ways, 45
ûrst moratorium, 37
intent of moratorium, 38
postwar attitude of landlords, 197–198
scope of moratorium, 37–38
support of tenant organizations, 47
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temporary relief only, 38
vacancies, rates and advertising, 196, 203
viewpoint of landlord, 43, 195, 197–198
viewpoint of tenant, 43
women, impact on, 42, 45–46, 208

overview of consumer movement and
government controls, 235–236

political activism, 209–210
postwar evictions, see above evictions
postwar housing law enacted in 1918, 38,

48, 198
postwar rent increases, 39, 48, 198
rent strikes, 207
Renters’ Federation of the Seine (“FLS”)
action committees, 206–207
creation, background, and structure,

200–201, 203
demands of, 203
direct actions against landlords, 205–207
focus on arbitration commission,

204–205

focus on need for state action, 203, 205
local meetings, 201, 203, 204, 208
moral economy, 211
political activism, 209–210
primary concerns, 203–204
rent strikes, 207
revolutionary sentiments, 210–211
stories of tenant victimization told at

meetings, 201–202
themes justifying activism, 202–203
women, role of, 207–209

revolutionary sentiments, 210–211
strikes
landlords’ strike, 195
tenants’ rent strikes, 207

support of moratorium on rents, 47
tenants’ movements
focus of, 46
revolutionary sentiments, 210–211
rise of, 37

tenants’ organizations and unions
arbitration commissions’ effect on, 200
attack of renters’ law enacted in 1918,

48, 200
before the war, 46
demonstrations by, 205
Federal Union of Tenants, 47, 200
gender, role of, 207–209

vacancies, rates, and advertising, 196, 203
war years, 47–48
wartime refugees housing problem, 196
women, role of, 207–209
women as key to discourses about, 42, 45–46,

207–209

importance of 1919
generally, 3–5, 22–24, 284, 296–297
choice of time vs. money, 242
consumerism and politics, 9–13,

290–291

contrast between Paris city and suburbs, 7
contrasts of chronology and geography,

3–4

dichotomy between reform and revolution, 8,
298

effects on empire within Europe and overseas,
3–4, 295

globalization of working-class experience, 18
historical perspective of Paris, 6
illustrates value of postcolonial and

transnational approaches to modern
French history, 294

insights into twentieth-century Parisian
society, culture, and politics, 5, 290–294,
295–296

looked back to nineteenth century and forward
to twentieth century, 3–4, 5, 287–294,
295–296

nature of the working class, 14–15, 16–17, 18,
287–291, 296

new relationship between working-class
militancy and the state, 290

political upheaval in Paris, 8
politics of public spectacle, 17
politics of working-class identity, 15–16, 17,

287–291

population growth in Paris, 6
postcolonial nation, 19
relationship between reformism and

revolution, 247, 290
revolutionary year, 286–287
rise of a more uniûed and internally variegated

working class, 291
transition for French capital, 6–7
transnational history (relations between local,

national, and global events), 18–22,
295–296

understanding of revolutionary upsurge in
Europe, 8

urban growth in Paris coming from
suburbs, 7

year divided between war and peace, 3
year of revolution, 4–5

inûation
food inûation’s effect on government programs

to lower prices, 228, 230
high cost of living, 60, 61, 230

Jaurès, Jean, 103, 142, 158, 159, 160, 161,
163, 171
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Jouhaux, Léon, 168, 169, 230, 249, 250, 254,
270, 279

luxury goods, taxation of, 74–76

May Day
ban on demonstration and riots that followed,

162–169

comparing May Day and Bastille Day (victory
march), 156–157, 172–174, 175–180

comparing May Day and the metalworkers’
strike, 267, 273

description of demonstration, 149
exhibiting revolutionary spirit, 162, 231
images of disorder, 169
location of demonstrations, 169
not the largest example of working-class

mobilization, 171
René Michaud as demonstrator, 164, 166, 167

meat
daily consumption as the norm, 48
importing and promoting frozen meat/beef,

54, 56
lowering price
by importing frozen beef, 54
ûghting attempts of bourgeois and

speculators to starve the people, 56
meatless days, 72
moral economy, frozen meat crisis,

56, 78
municipal butcher shops, establishing, 72
opposition to frozen beef, 56–57
selling frozen beef, 55–56
shortages, 28, 36, 50, 53, 54, 55, 72
steak socialism, 72
symbol of class conûict, 53
transportation for importing beef, 55
wartime Paris, in, 53

Merrheim, Alphonse, 248, 249, 251, 254,
276, 278

metalworkers’ strike of 1919
generally, 171, 238, 288
accompanied by large number and variety of

strikes
generally, 258
garment workers’ strike, 257
other groups, 257
preclusion of a general strike, 259
railway workers, 259
transportation union strike, 257–258, 259,

266

agreement between Federation and Union, see
below, ûrst agreement between Federation
and Union, and see second agreement
between Federation and Union

choice between time and money, 242
city of Saint-Denis
center of the strike movement, 268
Commune, 263, 271
epicenter of the revolutionary Left, 265
impact of strike, 268
Inter-union committee, 269–270, 277, 278
legend of Saint Denis, 263
model of industrial suburbia, 268
response of city’s leaders, 271–272
soup kitchens, 272–273
spirit of revolution replicating journey of

Saint Denis, 263–264
symbolizing revolutionary movement, 263,

268

colonial members of union, 248–249, 253–254
Commune, 263, 264, 265, 271, 273, 281
compared with consumer protests, 281
consumer issues played central role, 57, 282
conversion from wartime production to

peacetime economy, 260
defeat of the strike
generally, 273–282
consequences of defeat, 281–282
employer resistance, 274
failure to transform strike into national

movement, 273–274, 275–276
failure to win over national leadership of

Metals Federation and CGT, 276
gendered nature of movement, 275
limited geographic region of strike, 275–276
public reactions to the strike, 274–275

description, 267–268
devolved into series of local actions based on

neighborhood and community, 266
dichotomy between economic and political

issues, 240–241
disorderly nature of, 267
eight-hour-day agreement between Federation

and Union, see below, ûrst agreement
between Federation and Union, and see
second agreement between Federation and
Union

eight-hour-day dilemma, 242–243
Entente Committee (EC), 252, 255, 265–266
failure of the EC to control the strike,

265–266

ûrst agreement between Federation and Union
generally, 249–252
differences between moderate and radical

unionists, 252
Entente Committee (EC), establishment

and demand of, 252
failure to consult constituents before

signing, 251
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ideological contrast between major and
minor unions, 251

increased productivity as key to resolving
dispute, 250

problems with, 250
ratiûcation requirement, 251
reaction by unions, 251
scientiûc management of industry problem,

250–251

ûrst major strike, 253
frustrated consumerism basis, 241
gender, role of, 242, 248–249, 275
greatest impact in the suburbs, 265,

267, 272
growth of Metalworkers’ Federation, 248
growth of unions in metals industries, 248
historical perspective, 238–239
industry-wide strike
context of decision to strike, 253, 254
demands, 254, 256
description, 255, 256–257
EC as strike committee, 255
revolutionary quality, 254, 255, 257
women and colonial workers, 253–254

international general strike failure,
279–281

key factor in outbreak and outcome, 249
major general strike, rejection and failure of,

277, 278, 282
May Day compared to, 267, 273
Metalworkers’ Federation
agreements with union as to eight-hour day,

see above, ûrst agreement, and see below,
second agreement

growth of, 248
opposing the Union Sacrée, 248
split within, 249

misconceptions of the EC, 265–266
neighborhood and community action, 266
provoking strike, belief employers were, 253
race, role of, 242
reputation as militant groups of workers, 248
revolutionary tenor of the times
generally, 238, 239–240, 259
anger at the government, 261–262
center of revolutionary activism, 257
central reason, 248
connection between material concerns and

lure of revolutionary ideology, 261–262
conversion from wartime production to

peacetime economy, 260
expectations of people, 262
perception of attempt at revolution, 255
political demands, 254
roots of working-class insurgency, 262

Russian inûuence, 260, 265, 274, 295
strike as the key moment, 257

revolutionary vision of union activism, 249
route of demonstrations, 267–268
Saint-Denis, see above city of Saint-Denis
second agreement between Federation and

Union
generally, 252
Entente Committee, effect on, 252
reaction by metalworkers, 252–253

soup kitchens, 272–273
split of the French Left factions, 248
split within Metalworkers’ Federation, 249
strikes

ûrst major strike, 253
transport workers, 257–258, 259, 266
wildcat strikes, 252–253

suburban orientation
generally, 267
disorderly nature of strike, 267
extremist positions taken, 272
heart of revolutionary vision, 272
moral support, 273
revolt in the suburbs, generally, 262
strength of community networks, 265
strike’s greatest impact, 265
symbolism, 263
weakness of union organization, 265

transport workers’ strike, effect of, 266
underscored the political and insurgent nature

of consumption, 282
Union Syndicates of the Seine, 272
urban issues, 263
wildcat character of the 1919 strike, 263
wildcat strikes, 252–253
women members of union, 64, 242, 248–249,

253–254

Michaud, René
as demonstrator on May Day, 164, 166, 167
writings/memoir of, 83, 97, 98–109

middle class
consumer movement, issues resonating with,

184, 186, 222–223
see also under working-class identity

modern era of Paris
centering around the spectacular, 142

see also political spectacle
moral economy
affordable housing, 211
blending with state mobilization, 78
consumer cooperation roots, 226
consumer movement, 184–185, 186
frozen meat crisis, 56
governmental accountability, 219
historical perspective, 13
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moral economy (cont.)
price controls on food, 235
themes of, 29
war as strengthening, 26
women workers, 288

morale crisis, civilian, 57

Peace of Versailles
Philippe, Gaston, 268, 269, 270, 271
political spectacle

generally, 17, 143
bridging the gap between diplomats and

workers, 154
colonial subjects followed events closely,

153–154

foreign views of Paris after Armistice, 147
linkage of the local and international class

struggles, 152, 154, 181
music halls programs, 150
Paris as capital of the world, 146
Paris as world city, 146
peace negotiations in Paris, 144
popular views of the peace negotiations and

international elite, 150
racialized dimension, 171
Russian civil war matters, 151
shaped city’s global role, 144
shaping the subjective identity of working

people, 154
Woodrow Wilson’s arrival in Paris
generally, 146
support of the revolutionary French

Left, 151
symbolic importance, 147

workers of Paris’ concerns after Armistice, 149
postwar unrest in Paris

principal themes, 25
potatoes

free distribution by city, 72
rising prices and shortages, 28, 29, 49,

67, 213
price controls

demand for state action by tenants’ union
(FLS), 203, 205

state involvement with the national economy,
190–193

produce
daily consumption as the norm, 48
rising prices and shortages, 29, 36, 49

race
Algerians’ demonstration/riot over curfew,

170–171

“iron triangle” of race, class, and gender as to
working-class identity, 112

restructuring working class, as, 130
spectacular politics, racialized dimension, 171
urban public space and class identity, gender

and race distinctions, 157
see also working-class identity

regulations of the state
demand for state action by tenants’ union

(FLS), 203, 205
new relationship between working-class

militancy and the state, 290
state involvement with the national economy,

190–193

revolutionary movement
generally, 2–3, 4–5, 6, 284–285, 286–287, 290
Algerians’ demonstration/riot over curfew,

170–171

Basilica of Sacré Coeur, importance of, 264
basis of, 2–3, 4–5, 22–23, 76–77, 78
concept of consumers’ war in wartime Paris,

77, 78
connection between material concerns and lure

of revolutionary ideology, 261–262, 282
consumer movements as important aspect of,

237, 282
conversion from wartime production to

peacetime economy, 260
dichotomy between reform and revolution, 8,

298

expectations of people, 262
heart of movement, struggles over basic

commodities, 182, 190, 192
invasion metaphor, 169
location of demonstrations, 169
MayDay as symbol of revolutionary spirit, 162,

231

Montmartre as symbol of everything
revolutionary about Parisian life, 263, 264

Paris Commune, 6, 263, 264, 265, 271,
273, 281

roots of working-class insurgency, 262
suburbs
center of urban marginality and

revolutionary politics, 264
disorderly nature of strike, 267
extremist positions taken, 272
heart of revolutionary vision, 272
moral support, 273
revolt in the suburbs, generally, 262
strength of community networks, 265
strike’s greatest impact, 265
symbolism, 263

tenants’ unions, 210–211
war as the mother of revolution, 66
working-class identity as key factor, 15, 26
see also metalworkers’ strike of 1919
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Robert, Jean-Louis, 50, 137, 239, 253, 263, 267
Russian civil war matters, 151
Russian inûuence, 151, 260, 265, 274, 295

Saint-Denis, city of, see metalworkers’ strike of
1919

shaping Parisian public life, see political spectacle
surrounding peace treaty, and see urban
public space and class identity

shoes, creation of “national shoe,” 72–73, 74
soup kitchens, 49–50, 107, 266, 272–273
source material relied on by author, 24
strikes

generally, 290
Confédération Générale du Travail’s

strike, 231
crisis of civilian morale, 57
dressmakers, see fashion/garment industry
ûrst major strike, 57
general strike, rejection and failure of, 258, 259,

277, 278, 282
international general strike failure,

279–281

railway workers, 259
renewal of strike activity, 57, 64–65, 66
transportation union strike, 257–258,

259, 266
war plants, women working in, 64
see also metalworkers’ strike of 1919

suburban spaces
generally, 267
center of urban marginality and revolutionary

politics, 264
disorderly nature of strike, 267
extremist positions taken, 272
heart of revolutionary vision, 272
moral support, 273
revolt in the suburbs, generally, 262
strength of community networks, 265
strike’s greatest impact, 265
symbolism, 263
weakness of union organization, 265
see also metalworkers’ strike of 1919

sugar shortages, 26, 36, 70, 71

taxation of luxury goods, 74–76
tobacco shortages and restrictions, 49,

68, 76
transitional character of 1919 (from war to peace),

144–145

transnational history
generally, 18–22, 295
goal of, 19
postcolonial concept, deûned, 21
postcolonial studies, 19

Union Sacrée
appeal to national exigencies, effect of, 30
ban on specialty breads, 52, 56
class hierarchy, the enemy at home, 56
clothing

attitude toward, 33, 57
shaped consumer culture, 27

consumers’ war, effect of, 78
decline and collapse of, 70
deûned, 27
expression of class differences, 29
identity forsaken for national unity, 106
landlords and tenants, 39
May Day, 162
Metalworkers Federation, 248
opposition to, 248
promotion of frozen meat, 56
shaping consumer culture, 27
uniforms worn by soldiers, 33
victory celebrations as rebirth of, 174
Vilain trial, 158

unions
political activism, 209–210
tenants’ unions, see housing
union of trade unions, high cost of living

issue, 25
urban public space and class identity
generally, 155
Algerians’ demonstration/riot over curfew,

170–171

comparing May Day and Bastille Day (victory
march), 156–157, 172–174, 175–180

creation of broad new boulevards,
effect of, 155

demolishing the walls/fortiûcations around the
city, 172

discontent of working-class demonstration
following Cottin verdict, 159–161

funeral of Charles Lorne, public activity of
Parisian workers, 171

gender and race distinctions, 157
location of demonstrations, 169
metalworkers’ strike, 171
military parades, impact of, 157
monumentality, effect of, 155
parades and demonstrations, generally, 155

Vilain, Raoul, 103–104, 142
Vilain and Cottin verdicts
contrasted, 158–159
demonstration after, 159–161

Vilain trial, 158–159, 161

war manufacturing plants, strikes by women
working in, 64
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war years
conversion from wartime production to

peacetime economy, 260
ûrst consumer movement in wartime Paris, 30
new forms of worker radicalism, 23, 27, 80
overview of its importance, 2
parallels between battleûeld and home front,

25–26

politicization of consumerism, 26, 190, 290
rental housing crisis when war started, 37
shopkeepers proûteering wrongfully from the

war effort, attacking, 32
state involvement in the consumer movement,

190–193

store owners deemed enemies of the nation,
attacking, 31–32

xenophobia, 30
welfare state, creation of, 191, 193, 294
Wilson, Woodrow, 146, 147, 151, 153, 154, 179,

201, 295
women

generally, 285–286, 288–289
clerical work, 116
clothing industry, 116
consumer activism increase, 183–184
demobilization of women war workers
generally, 131–139, 140, 288–289
attitude of male workers, 137–138
attitude of unions, 136–137, 138
increased women’s consumer activism,

183–184

protest about, 111–112, 135–136
reasons for changing postwar role,

132–133

domestic service, 116, 131
exclusion of women workers postwar, 120,

133–139, 140, 288–289
food riots, gender of rioters
generally, 216, 218
vigilance committees, role of women, 229

housewives, work as, 116, 135
metalworkers, 64
neighborhood contrast, 116
occupations of, generally, 114–117, 131–139
organizing women workers, 133
redeûning working class, 131–139, 140, 183–184,

288–289

table/chart, 115
tenant union activists, as, 207–209
unskilled, 116
war industry workers, 131–132, 133–139
working-class identity, effect on nature of, 27,

65, 183–184, 288–289
worker radicalism taking root in war years, 23,

27, 80

working-class identity
generally, 80, 285–286, 287–291
absence of any homogeneous working class, 95
after Armistice, generally, 80
Algerians’ demonstration/riot over curfew,

170–171

artisans and shopkeepers, 94
autobiographical literature, 97
Berlanstein’s challenge of the embourgeoisement

thesis, 84–85
Boulogne-Billancourt suburban municipality
generally, 92
absence of homogeneous working class, 96
ethnicity and foreign population, 119
gendered nature of occupations, 115, 116, 117
geographic concentration of skill levels of

workers, 96
middle-class population, 94

census data, use of, 83, 84, 86, 96
central characteristic of occupational diversity,

97

changing nature of identity, 181
colonial labor, see ethnicity and foreign

population
conceptual frameworks and ultimate

ideologies, 82
contrast of “Cottin” and “Vilain” verdicts
generally, 158–159
demonstration after verdicts, 159–161

Croulebarbe quarter of Paris (thirteenth
district)

generally, 91
absence of homogeneous working class, 95
gendered nature of occupations, 115
middle-class population, 94

deûning working class in 1919, generally, 112
Deletang writings/memoir, 83, 97, 98–109
description by reporters, 174–175
differentiating urban and suburban workers, 89
distinguishing workers and employees, 85,

93–94

diversity of experiences, 109
diversity of occupations, 97, 288
Drancy community
generally, 92
artisans and shopkeepers, 94
compared to Folie-Méricourt, 93
gendered nature of occupations, 115, 116, 117
middle-class population, 94
separation of social classes, 95

embourgeoisement thesis, 84, 87, 89, 94
employees distinguished from worker class,

93–94

essential characteristics of working class of Paris
and its suburbs, generally, 90
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ethnicity and foreign population
generally, 117–130, 288, 289, 295–296
Algerians as exception to exclusion, 129
closure and reopening of borders to

immigrants, 127
colonial workers more controlled than

European foreigners, 123
controls of French government, 122, 123
exclusion from the Parisian working class

before 1919, 123
exclusion of colonial labor in 1919, generally,

120, 133–140, 285–286
expulsion of colonial labor, 22, 127–128, 289
race as restructuring working class, 130
reasons for need for colonial workers, 126
reasons for opposition to colonial workers,

125–126, 128
relations between nonwhite workers and

French women, 124
restructuring the working class, generally,

140

statistics, 120–121, 127, 129
table/chart, 118
treaties on immigration, 127
unions’ support for exclusion, 129–130
wartime immigration differed from prewar,

122

Folie-Méricourt quarter of Paris (eleventh
district)

generally, 90–91
absence of homogeneous working class, 95
artisans and shopkeepers, 94, 96
compared to Croulebarbe, 91
compared to Drancy, 92
craftspeople, 96
ethnicity and foreign population, 119
food industry workers, 95
gendered nature of occupations, 115
other occupations and varying skill levels, 95
taxi and truck drivers, 95

gendered nature of occupations
generally, 114–117, 120, 285–286, 288–289
exclusion of women workers postwar, 120,

133–139

redeûning working class, 131–139, 140
table/chart, 115
see also women

geographic concentration of skill levels of
workers, 97

globalization of working-class experience, 18
heterogeneous quality, 81, 82, 84, 95, 287
immigrants, see ethnicity and foreign population
industrial population, sectors analysis
generally, 87–89, 95–97
table/chart, 88, 93

“iron triangle” of race, class, and gender, 112
key differences in the working-class population

ethnicity and foreign nationality,
117–130

gender, 114–117, 120
key factor in revolutionary tenor, 15, 26
melting pot, 110
memoirs of workers, 97
Michaud’s writings/memoir, 83, 97, 98–109
middle-class and working-class Parisians,

perceptions of, 82, 97–109
middle-class occupations, 94
middle-class population

Boulogne-Billancourt suburban
municipality, 94

Croulebarbe quarter of Paris (thirteenth
district), 94

Drancy community, 94
nature of the working class, 14–15
objective factors, 81, 86
oppositional dualities concept (either/or

patterns of thought), 82–83
perceptions of middle-class and working-class

Parisians, 82, 97–109
politics of, generally, 15–16
race, see above ethnicity and foreign population
Rancière’s memoir, 98
relationship between workers and employees,

85, 86–87
relevance of class analysis, 81
restructuring working class

generally, 130, 138–139, 140, 183
gendered nature of occupations, 120,

131–139, 183–184
importance of consumer struggles, 183
see also above, ethnicity and foreign

population
rise of a more uniûed and internally variegated

working class, 291
self-perception, 97–109
shaped geography and politics, 82
shifting of, 2, 17
skill levels of occupations

generally, 95–97
table/chart, 95

skill subcategories and gradations among the
working-class population, 85–86,
95–97

social class in the Paris area
generally, 92–97
table/chart, 93

socioprofessional categories of census, 86
statistical analysis, generally, 83–97
study of lives of two people (self-presentation

method of analysis), 83
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working-class identity (cont.)
subjective phenomenon, 81, 86
transformation of, 26
transitional nature of oppositional dualities, 83
transnational character of, 18

women’s effect on nature of, 27, 65, 183–184
worker class distinguished from employees,

93–94

see also May Day, urban public space and
class identity, women
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